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About This Game

Experience true open-world freedom in Mortal Online - a unique first-person, medieval fantasy, massively multiplayer online
role-playing game.

Choose your path!

Choose from many different races, decide your own style of play and whether to focus on PvP or PvE, both sharing the
same game world.

Choose a profession and devote your life to combat, crafting, magic, trading...

Discover countless skills, resources and tools, master a few or dabble in them all, or be the first to explore new areas to
find hidden treasures and unique secrets.

Live or die!

This game is not for the faint of heart. With "full loot" mechanics, dying means that you risk losing everything you're carrying
with you.

Danger is everywhere, safety must be earned. Learn to master real-time, aim-based combat where you decide every move
your character makes, and where your skills really matter.
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Not quite like any other MMORPG...

There are no character levels, only skill levels.

There are no PvP zones, only a single open and realistic world where you are free to choose your own path.

There are no separate server regions, every player inhabits the same huge world.

Strength in numbers!

Build your own house, or create a guild with your friends to build a keep.

Expand even more, build a whole city and surround it with defensive walls, or band together to siege and conquer your
enemies' fortresses!

With enough power, violence or diplomacy, you and your allies will be able to rule an entire nation.

The possibilities are endless!

Unlimited free trial!

Mortal Online offers a free-to-play mode with a skill cap at skill level 60. In order to unlock the maximum skill levels and fully
master your Mortal destiny, a paid monthly subscription is needed, but unlike many other games there are no microtransactions.
Unsubscribing will re-apply the skill cap, but your skills will be maxed again when you re-subscribe. Every player gets one free

character slot, and you can purchase additional slots up to a maximum of four.

Feature list

Taming and mount breeding

Lock-picking

Player Housing and City Building

Siege

Territory control system

500+ skills to master

Breeding

Thievery

Glassblowing

Mounted combat

Archery

Magic

Several in-depth crafting systems with millions of combinations
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Alchemy

Butchery

Metallurgy

Mining and woodcutting

Publish your own books

Armor dyeing

Social skills such as bribing and persuasion

Auction houses

And much more!
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Title: Mortal Online
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Star Vault AB
Publisher:
Star Vault AB
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Dual Core 2.4GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 16 GB available space

English
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A 16yo guy killed the game.

ripperoni.. This game has its hit and misses, but it is definitely the most fun i've ever had playing a game.. This game first of all
is outdated.. Worse thing about this game though is that only a very few people know secrets about this game that gives them
ultimate powers. Such as healing pots, strength items. Everything is a secret given away from the GMs and devs to certain
people in the game if they are not the game devs themselves. Its fun up to you get to a point where you are being harrassed by a
staff alt that can one shot kill you with everything. Anyways.. do yourself a favor... Just dont .. stay away from this game ..
completely rigged . great concept but ruined by developers and staff. Game is ok.
Community is garbage.

EDIT: Game is dead with 100 to 200 players max, not worth your time.. As soon as I walked outta town some red nerd killed
me with arrows.

5\/10

play at your own risk..
This is a truly amazing game. You will die and you will lose stuff but as you learn the game you will die less and make more.
you just got to remember to only travel and carry things you can replace. alot of people who try the game never leave the starter
town. they die and quit. its not a easy game. the world is massive and has loads of places to explore and you can have Player to
player experiences like no other game.

look for a guild. the game doesnt just tell you were to get things. joining a guild is a great way to get knowledge from other
players and become viable to defend yourself and make things for yourself sooner.

10\/10 the greatest MMO ive played. i have way more hours in this game than steam says as i rarely play it with steam open or
even use steam and have played it for years before it was on steam. there is bi-weekly bug fixes and it has some of the
friendliest Devs ive seen in a game

the Lead Programmer Sebastian is The Man

give it a try and dont just stay in the first town. explore naked. visit towns. talk to people. dont let the griefers and player killers
get you down. skill up join people and practice so you can avoid and kill them.
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Initially, the game concept appears to sound like a cross between skyrim and Mount & Blade, but it stops after you complete the
tutorial area. At the very instant you finish the tutorial you are introduced to the wide open world that is known as Mortal
Online.

Firstly it is worth mentioning that there is a small group of players that sit outside the gates of the tutorial city waiting for new,
ill-equipped players to appear so they can gang up on you, overwhelm, and kill you within seconds. I did not discover this from
experience as much as I had people scream at me not to exit the city because apparently a clan regularly camps the "noob city"
The community is helpful but at the same time rude and completely annoying. When I logged in the first thing I saw in the
chatbox was about 6 people comparing the size of their character's junk, but we'll get onto that later. If you ever have the
displeasure of hearing the barely functional speech option in the game, and manage to understand anything in the game aside
from static, you will realize most of the players who are on this game are 12 years old or younger. Trust me, adults don't speak
like the cast of Sesame street normally.

On to the real deal, game mechanics. It's a weird puzzle of interesting concepts that are executed in horrible ways. The game
uses the unreal engine, which has given us rather excellent looking games such as Red Orchestra 2 and Killing Floor, among
many others. Unfortunately, the graphics in this game are far more akin to one of the games I compare it to, Mount and Blade,
but lack all the features that make Mount and Blade interesting. The game's combat mechanics are more similar to Chivalry and
Mount and Blade, but unlike both of those games, come off as clunky and broken in many cases, with the so-called emphasis on
enemy weak points being completely pointless because striking the head of the enemy always does the most damage anyway.
But this is a MMORPG, surely there are better features in it than just the combat and graphics? The game has interesting
movement animations, and is completely in first person, but not immersive enough to become interesting. Permadeath isn't
actually permadeath, it's just generalized respawn timers and a "spirit realm" that offers absolutely nothing to do while you wait.

How do you die? well that's simple. Steal in front of a guard and he instantly hits you with a lightning bolt which will kill you no
matter what you have. I tested this theory by grinding undead corpse heads until I had the best armor available, and he still kills
you in 2 hits. He hits instantly, and there is no way of blocking magic explained in the tutorial.

RPG mechanics? You learn new skills by reading books, they give you a starter book to read after you finish the tutorial. It
takes 6 days real time to read the book, and there is no way of speeding up the process. There are features that are locked
including max skills for "paying" players.

I left the game before even trying to do real PvP because the PvE in the game was already so horrifyingly bad that it felt
appropriate to quit.

Never play this game, leave it to be one of the dead MMORPG games that fade into obscurity like the cancer they are.. This
game is one of the most in depth i've ever played. The community controls nearly every aspect of the game world asside from
developement, There are politics and wars against guilds, betrayals umong alliances, A feeling od deep satisfaction when you
win a fight against another player because this game is completely skill based. Dont think that because you're good at pvp in
some other popular mmos *Cough* WoW *cough* that you're going to be anything but terrible in this one. It matters what
direction you swing your sword and what direction you block. It matter where you hit your opponent on their body.

This game has the most in-depth craftin gsystem i've ever seen on any "MMO". Name a matrial that you could harvest from a
corpse... you can make armor or weapons from it... including skin from people you slay. You can also eat practically anything
that comes from a corpse including player heads and corpses, though it'll probably make your character sick. Give it a try. if you
hate it, delete it. But at least put more than 5 hours into it before you give it a bad rating just because you dont understand this
incredibly in depth, rewarding game.. I've been playing MMORPGs since the late 90's and have been in several betas as a tester.
So how does this game match up? Here is my synopsis of Mortal Online:

Anyone over 35 years of age with the kind of time it takes to become established in a game like this needs to get laid and get a
life. Everything in this game takes epic steps to achieve and the time cycles for simple things like reading a book takes forever. I
wish everyone luck that I left behind lol. I may return ocassionally, but this won't become a hobby...

This game will drain your soul :). the game is good and very addictive but the help in this game is
complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665not gonna prove anything if u dont believe me play the game. Huge Learning
Curve.. Ive played this game on two seperate occasions and both times have come to the same conclusion.
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The only time you will get enjoyment out of this game is when you are with a group of friends, the rest of the game is a giant
grind.

I really wanted to enjoy this game, but it's hard when the community sucks so bad and you are limited to what you can do as a
single person.

If you really want to waste hours away trying somthing "new" (Actually Old) It's a solid game.

I'm giving it the thumbs up for surviving this long and having players still, but I can't torture myself anymore.. Mortal Online is
one of the most misunderstood and underappreciated gems in the world of video gaming.

I say this because there are those who have played this game for quite a number of years now and have come to love it, and I am
one of them. If you want depth, freedom and complexity in a truly hardcore and unforgiving world, there isn\u2019t another
title out there like it that I know of.

My hours played here on Steam may be few, but that's because I've only recently switched to playing the game through Steam
instead of the old launcher. I first played this game way back in 2010 then left for the most part, until September 2013 when I
returned for good and have been playing it ever since as my preferred MMORPG over all others.

At first glance, this game may not seem like much, but once you\u2019ve earned a decent amount of gold, crafted a set of gear
for yourself, made a few friends and seen the world outside Tindrem city, you begin to appreciate just how vast and intricate
this game really is. Then you realise that you\u2019ve only just scratched the surface; there is the player-driven economy, guilds
and individual players going about their business, and much more.

You can be any character you want, and pursue whatever activity you wish. If you\u2019ve ever played The Elder Scrolls or
Ultima Online, you\u2019ll know exactly what I\u2019m talking about. There are no traditional quest hubs that have you
moving from one region to the next as you level up. There are, however, plenty of players who may have something that needs
done or need help with, and if you\u2019re interested then you can lend your services and make your mark in the world in a
meaningful way. That is just one of the myriad of ways you can keep yourself busy and occupied, all it takes is a little
imagination and creative thinking. Even after playing this game for over three years, every time I login there is always
something for me to do.

I could keep writing a long review but it would probably be best if I said that this game is not for the faint-hearted or those who
don\u2019t know how a sandbox game is meant to be played. If you\u2019ve never seen this game in all its glory, you owe it to
yourself to give it a try. Create a free account and play the unlimited free trial for as long as you want, then upgrade to premium
if you like what you see.
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